Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group defined and split over the prime field F p > 3. Let In Theorem 1, M n is viewed as the adjoint representation of the algebraic group GL n over k. We emphasize that H*(GL n (F q ), M n ) and i7* t (GZ", M^) have natural fc-algebra structures because GL n acts as (associative) fc-algebra automorphisms onM n . These multiplicative structures are analyzed using external comultiplications in cohomology induced by external tensor product maps GL m x GL n -GL mn .
The general Theorem 4 below is motivated by the "experimental evidence" provided by Theorem 1. This result concerning the general linear group is particularly strong in terms of its range of degrees, its applicability to small fields, and its description of the fc-algebra structure. Here k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. In Theorem 1, M n is viewed as the adjoint representation of the algebraic group GL n over k. We emphasize that H*(GL n (F q ), M n ) and i7* t (GZ", M^) have natural fc-algebra structures because GL n acts as (associative) fc-algebra automorphisms onM n . These multiplicative structures are analyzed using external comultiplications in cohomology induced by external tensor product maps GL m x GL n -GL mn .
The key step in the proof of Theorem 1 is the identification of H*(B"(F q ),M") in the appropriate range of degrees, where B n (F q ) is the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices in GL n (F ). This is achieved by studying the spectral sequences associated to the extension
and an appropriate filtration of the B n (F q )-modu\G M n . Theorem 1 has the following two corollaries. This first is based on the work of [2] , which inspired the present study. COROLLARY 
, where g is the adjoint representation ofG.
We now consider a simple, simply connected algebraic group G defined and split over F and an irreducible module V K with highest weight X in the closure of the bottom p-alcove of the weight lattice of G. Such a G-module is obtained by reducing modulo p the complex irreducible module K(X) of highest weight X for the complex Lie algebra g c associated to G. We remark that the arithmetic results of [1] give conditions on d which guarantee that H\G{F p d\ V x ) a H^{G, V x ).
The proof of Theorem 4 proceeds with an analysis of the infinitesimal extension of affine fc-groups 1 -+G,.->G^> G-• 1.
Induction reduces the analysis to the case r -1, in which case G x is the infinitesimal group whose associated finite dimensional Hopf algebra has dual isomorphic to the restricted enveloping algebra F(g) of the Lie algebra g of G. The cohomology groups #*(T(g), k) when viewed as rational representations of G/G t are duals of Weyl modules in a range of degrees. The computation of H^t{G, V^) is then reduced, in view of results of [1] , to the following fundamental result which was motivated by May [5] In view of recent results of Wang [7] on filtrations of tensor products of Weyl modules, the proof of Theorem 4 also applies to provide a computation of generic Ext-groups.
